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The bipedal spin label Rx is more restricted in its conformation and dynamics than its monopodal counterpart R1. To
systematically investigate the utility of the Rx label, we have attempted to comprehensively survey the attachment of Rx to
protein secondary structures. We have examined the formation, structure and dynamics of the spin label in relation to the
underlying protein in order to determine feasibility and optimum conditions for distance and orientation measurement by
pulsed EPR. The labeled proteins have been studied using molecular dynamics, CW EPR, pulsed EPR distance
measurement at X-band and orientation measurement at W-band. The utility of different modes and positions of attachment
have been compared and contrasted.

1 Introduction
Pulsed electron double resonance (PELDOR) 1, 2, electron
paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy combined with
site directed spin labelling (SDSL) is a powerful tool for
deriving distance constraints in structural biology 3. PELDOR
measures the dipolar coupling between two unpaired electrons,
which are often introduced into the structure by site directed
labelling. The vast majority of protein spin-labelling studies
have used the MTSSL (R1) spin-label 4-6 (Fig S1A). This label
has proven to be an excellent choice for the measurement of
label-label distances. Because the conformational distribution
of a surface exposed R1 label can often be predicted 7, 8 so the
distance measurement can be applied to the underlying protein
in the refinement of macromolecular structures 9. Recently
there have been a number of studies in which the utility of a
bipedal spin label (Rx) (Fig S1B) has been described 10-13
Having two attachment points to the underlying protein, the Rx
spin label is intrinsically more restricted in relation to the
underlying protein structure. The Rx label has been used to
exploit the increased spatial definition relative to the R1 label
such that it might provide more accurate distance measurement
on difficult targets such as membrane proteins 14. It has been

demonstrated that at high frequencies PELDOR could be used
to measure not only distances but also label orientation 15.
Several studies have investigated the measurement of spin-spin
orientation and addressed some of the difficulties inherent in
the measurement, both in proteins and DNA 16-21. Because the
solvent exposed R1 spin label is normally highly dynamic it is
infrequently a good subject for orientation measurements and
its use in this way has been restricted to cases in which the
spin-label is severely restrained by specific interactions 22.
Because of its more restricted mobility, the Rx label is a
candidate for orientation measurements. Although restricted
conformation would make orientation measurement potentially
viable even in fully solvent exposed positions, in order to use
label-label orientations to define the underlying protein
structure one must understand the conformation of the label in
relation to the protein structure to which it is attached. A
number of positions for attachment of Rx to proteins have been
previously described. We have identified six generic positions,
on protein secondary structure, that cover all available
attachment types, that are restricted to defined secondary
structure regions. Defined secondary structures have several
advantages as attachment points for spin labels in that they (βsheets and α-helices) are relatively stable, providing a direct
link between the spin-label and the body of the underlying
protein. These regions are also predictable from amino-acid
sequence data 23. Finally secondary structures in proteins
maintain a reasonably constant distance relationship between
side chains allowing the prediction of suitable attachment sites
for Rx. The protein chosen for these studies was the histone
chaperone Vps75. This protein is dimeric (at high salt
concentration) 24 and contains suitable regions of α-helix and β-
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sheet. A number of crystal structures for Vps75 have previously
been solved and the work reported here utilized the structure
with protein data bank code 2ZD725.
We have used a combination of approaches to study attachment
sites including, continuous wave (CW) EPR, computational
molecular dynamics (MD) and X-band PELDOR distance
distribution measurement. For those sites that appear most
favourable we have made sequence mutations to explore the
effect of neighbouring amino acids on the rigidity and
conformational predictability and have used W-band PELDOR
to determine viability of spin-spin orientation measurement.
Orientation specific, PELDOR measurements were first
demonstrated, at high fields by the Frankfurt 26, Mulheim 16 and
Zurich 27 groups. The Oxford 21 Frankfurt 18-20 and Zurich 17
groups subsequently demonstrated that it was also possible to
extract useful orientation information at X-band using rigid spin
labels. However, at X-band the g-tensor is not fully resolved
and measurements are primarily sensitive to only three of the
five angles that characterize the angular distributions 17, 18. The
nitroxide g-tensor only becomes fully resolved at W-band or
higher frequencies, allowing more general analyses for rigid
spin labels. Orientation specific measurements on the Rx
constructs at the i-i+1 helical positions (19-20 and 26-27) were
studied at W-band using the HIPER spectrometer 28, which
features a non-resonant sample holder and consequently large
bandwidth as described in supplementary information (S1). The
large instantaneous band-width, allows full control over pump
and observe frequencies, permitting the gathering of PELDOR
data, specific to a choice of relative spin label orientations Fig
S2.

2 Results
2.1 Spin-labelling. The criteria for cysteine pair positions, that
could be labelled using Rx, have been previously explored by
molecular modelling and defined as the i-i+3 or i-i+4 positions
of an α-helix, at the i-i+2 position of a β-strand, or at two
cysteine residues perpendicular to each other across a β-sheet
10
. We have identified by visual inspection and subsequent
molecular modelling two further secondary structure positions,
which we believed would be viable labelling sites, i-i+1 in the
α-helix and two positions situated diagonally across a β-sheet.
Cysteine pair mutations of Vps75 were produced at the
positions indicated (Table 1 and Fig. 1A,B,C) and labelled
using Rx.
Labelling efficiencies were good, however complete removal of
free Rx label, was considerably more difficult than for the R1
label. Although the levels of free Rx after standard dialysis and
solvent exchange were acceptable for non-orientation PELDOR
experiments they interfered significantly with CW spectra.
Extensive dialysis at room temperature was used to remove all
trace of free Rx. See additional information in S1 materials and
methods.
2.2 CW spectra. CW EPR spectra, recorded at room
temperature on samples in 30% wt/vol sucrose, indicated
strongly immobilized nitroxides, with spectra being similar to
the immobilized, Rx labelled spectra previously published 10.

Initial examination revealed some small variation between
labelling sites (Fig. S3). Measurement of the large effective
hyperfine splitting, 2Azz’, also showed some small variation
between labelling sites, probably arising from differences in
nitroxide mobility (30) or possibly from strain-induced change
to the electronic structure. Individual values of 2Azz’ are given
in Table S1.
2.3 Molecular dynamics simulation. MD simulations of the
spin label positions were carried out using parameters based on
the CHARMM 29 force field, using the program Xplor-NIH 30.
The simulations were designed to reveal the sterically allowed
conformations of the label, with the backbone of the Vps75
protein structure harmonically restrained and the side chain
atoms allowed to move freely. No electrostatic potential was
used and no water was included. Parameters for the Rx spinlabel were adapted from those describing the R1 label 31.
Trajectories were analysed in several ways. Fig. 2 shows
overlaid frames for each unique labelling site. Visual inspection
of the overlaid frames indicated that the tilt (S1 and Fig. S4 for
definitions) motion predominates at all sites, however they also
showed significant differences in the range of tilt angles.
Measurement of the three angles defining the orientation of the
nitroxides was made and graphs showing binned angle
distributions for tilt, twist and roll are shown alongside the
molecular graphics in Fig. 2.
The intrinsic rigidity of the Rx label offered by the two-point
attachment is strongly reflected in the small distributions
measured for twist and roll and the much larger ranges of tilt.
An unexpected result of this analysis was that the tilt angle was
in most cases distributed between two ranges (bimodal), which
could be fitted reasonably well by Gaussian curves (Fig. 2).
The exceptions to the bimodal distribution of tilt angles were
the two α-helical i-i+1 positions (19-20 & 26-27) and one of
the diagonal β-sheet positions (87-104).
Examination of the steric environment of each of the label sites
in the α-helix, indicated that a possible factor in determining
the range and multiplicity of the tilt angle distributions was the
position of flanking residues. The angle of tilt is perpendicular
to the Rx attachment points on the cysteine side chains so the ii+1 position has flanking residues situated at i-3 and i+4 that
directly block tilt movement. For attachment positions i-i+3 and
i-i+4 no such flanking residues exist. It is interesting to note
that the line-width of the fitted Gaussian curve for the α-helical
i-i+1 tilt, is somewhat broader than the individual distributions
measured for the other positions on the helix, so although the ii+1 attachment site provides an essentially monotypic
conformation, this distribution is slightly larger than the
components of the bimodal distributions seen at alternative
sites. The same analysis for the β-sheet attachment sites shows
a similar buttressing effect by side-chains of residues in
diagonal attachment sites and a lack of buttressing effect in
both the i-i+2 and the perpendicular attachment sites.
Although measurement of tilt, roll and twist are useful ways of
looking at the conformational heterogeneity of the Rx label in
isolation, another way is to look at the relative orientation of the
N-O nitroxide vector between the two spin labels present in
each snapshot structure along the dynamic trajectory. The tilt,
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roll and twist directly relate to the conformation of the spin
label to the protein backbone and the N-O vector orientation is
related directly to the spin-spin orientation which pertains
directly to the orientation measurements made by EPR. The NO polar-angle distributions derived from the MD of all Rx
constructs studied are shown in supplementary materials Fig.
S5. The specific relationship between MD and experimentally
determined orientation for two i-i+1 examples (19-20, 26-27) is
described and discussed later in the results section.
2.4 The effect of alternative attachment sites. It has been
previously reported that the Rx label gives rise to more
restricted distance distributions than the R1 label 10. The label
sites used in this study gave rise to spin-pairs due to the dimeric
nature of Vps75 with spin-spin distances of between 30 and 60
Å. The X-band PELDOR data had strong and persistent echo
oscillations (fig 3). Apart from for the shortest distance the
oscillations continued to be significant up to the maximum time
measurable. The quality of the Tikhonov derived distance
distributions was generally good (Fig 3) but varied somewhat,
possibly due to the truncated oscillations (experiments with
varied pump pulse position did not show significant change in
the distributions). L-curves indicating the choice of broadening
factor used in the processing are shown in supplementary
material Fig. S6. Because the conformational dynamics of the
spin label is extremely directional, the effect on experimentally
measured distance distributions will vary, depending on the
relative directions of tilt. MD trajectories were used to simulate
distance distributions to compare with the X-band PELDOR
derived distributions. The α-helical sites showed good
agreement between simulation and experimental distance
distributions (fig. 3), with the i-i+1 sites being best with regard
to both distance and distribution width. In the cases where the
Rx was attached to the β-sheet, the diagonal attachment shows
good agreement with the experimental distribution but the rest
show much poorer agreement, with the perpendicular
attachment being most seriously different. Examination of the
Rx attachment points on the crystal structure of Vps75 does
show quite clearly that the β-sheet is significantly more
irregular than the α-helix and that the external surface of the
sheet is closely impinged on by a loop consisting of residues
91-98 and indeed by part of the long helix of the dimer
interface. It is possible that some of the anomaly in the
predicted distance distributions is due to deviations from the
crystal structure.
The sharp distance distributions measured from X-band
PELDOR experiments and the largely monotypic tilt
distribution seen in the case of Rx attachment to the helical ii+1 sites and possibly also at the diagonal attachment sites on
the β-sheet make these types of attachment the most promising
for accurate and precise distance and orientation measurement.
2.5 The effect of flanking residues on helix i-i+1 attachment.
To test the buttressing effect predicted for α-helical i-i+1 sites,
residues L16 and E23 (the i-3 and i+4 sites relative to the 19-20
label) were mutated, singly and together, to alanine. These
mutations produced small but significant changes in the
measured X-band PELDOR derived distance distributions as
shown in Fig. 4. The distance distributions derived by

Tikhonov regularization using L-curve derived broadening
factors (Fig. S7) clearly showed that mutation L16A, to the Nterminal side of the label had only a small effect on the distance
distribution, giving a slight shift to longer distance. Mutation
E23A had a more pronounced effect, both shifting the distance
distribution to shorter values and broadening the distribution
(Fig. 4).
A double mutation L16A/E23A produced a result that showed a
median distance shifted a little back from that of the E23A
single mutant but still to the longer side of the L16A and wild
type constructs. The width of the distribution was also
significantly the largest of all these constructs. Molecular
dynamics analysis (data shown in supplementary Fig. S8)
supported the PELDOR results. The tilt angles indicated not
only a greater range of tilt in the mutated samples but also a
directionality of effect, which reflects the experimental results.
The distance changes were small with a total spread of modal
distance being only 3Å. These observations support the
proposition that although the Rx label is quite rigid, it does
exhibit dynamic movement in the direction described by the tilt
angle and because the changes appear to be predictable they
could be factored into any prediction of underlying protein
structure from PELDOR derived distances.
2.6 Orientation measurements. Orientation measurements
were restricted to the two helical i-i+1 label sites (19-20 and
26-27) due to these sites being judged as having the most
suitable mono-modal conformation distributions and the most
generally predictable secondary structure attachment positions.
Orientation measurements are enabled by, measuring PELDOR
at high frequencies where the g-anisotropy of nitroxide spin
labels becomes fully resolved, and having large instantaneous
bandwidth to cover the whole nitroxide spin label spectrum
(400-500MHz at W-band). The basic PELDOR measurement
scheme used at W-band, has been described before 32 but the
analysis of the data has since been refined, optimized and
automated and will be the subject of a subsequent paper. In its
basic form the position of the pump and observe pulses are
varied to measure different orientation correlations of the
nitroxide spin label. By this means it is possible to calculate, or
at least strongly constrain, the three Euler angles associated
with the relative orientations of the spin pair, the two angles
associated with the dipolar orientation and the distance
distribution between the spins. Sensitivity and bandwidth are
important as the most selective positions for pump and observe
are at the edges of the spectrum (gxx and gzz orientations)
where the relative numbers of spins excited is low. For gxx-gxx
and gyy-gyy correlations, it is necessary to substantially reduce
the excitation bandwidth of both pump and observe pulses to
prevent overlap of pulses, and reduce effects related to (both
inter and intra-molecular) instantaneous diffusion 33. However
this smaller bandwidth also sometimes requires a larger number
of experiments.
2.7 Orientation Analysis by fitting. A library of PELDOR
modulation depths was simulated for a uniformly distributed
array of rigid spin-spin orientations 34. The modulation depth of
a PELDOR signal is the value around which the dipolar
modulation is oscillating 3. As long as the probe pulse is
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suitably selective, such that it can be assumed to excite on
average only one spin, the modulation depth should depend
only on the correlated excitation of pairs of spins, which can be
expressed as a three dimensional rotation angle set (Euler
angles are commonly used to describe this rotation). In this
work the ZYZ Euler convention is used 35 . A root mean square
deviation (RMSD) comparison between the libraries and the
experimental measurement was first conducted to gain an
insight into the relative angles between the spin label pairs and
each of these relative angles was used as the starting value for
global minimization routines.
The global minimization fitting routine was used to provide a
best fit value for the relative angular distribution between the
spin labels. Due to experimental symmetries there are 16
possible, symmetry-related, relative angle solutions 36-38. The
symmetry is due to the fact that the experiment is insensitive to
the orientation of the axes of the magnetic tensors relative to
the magnetic field. For example it is not possible to distinguish
between gxx and –gxx or between spin label A or B. The one
that is chosen by the optimizer depends on the starting value in
the global minimization routine from which it is relatively easy
to derive the equivalent solutions. It should be emphasized that
each solution is consistent with the PELDOR data, although in
practice many solutions can be eliminated by other known
structural constraints. Symmetry related angular solutions for
the systems measured here are shown in the S.I in table S2.
The distance distribution was included into the model as a
Gaussian distribution where the initial mean and width values
were chosen from the Tikhonov regularized distance solution to
the weighted average (according to the pump pulse excitation
fraction) of the experimental W-band PELDOR signals 39. The
fitting model distance distribution width and mean value was
allowed to vary from the initial values within a range of initial
value +-10Å. The fitting model rotation angle values were
allowed to vary within the full range of valid rotation angles.
The algorithm used performs an iterated simulation and fitting
to the experimental trace values, generating penalty values
(RMSD) that were then fed back into the refinement. The
global minimization used a genetic algorithm, with a population
size of between 100 and 200 steps, to reduce the chance of
settling in local minima. The algorithm was run independently
3 times for each of the 16 symmetric starting points, with
different initial values, to ensure that a common minimum was
found. It should be emphasized that each symmetry solution is
consistent with the PELDOR data, although in practice many
solutions can be eliminated by other known structural
constraints.
To make a comparison between the angular components of the
models obtained by the fitting algorithm and the MD
simulations it was necessary to make a translation of the MD
simulation model. This is a result of the way the PELDOR
experiment is sensitive to the orientation angles between spin
labels that we measure. In the PELDOR experiment we detect
the relative angles between the spin labels in a frame defined by
one of the pair. The angular relationship between the spin-pairs
is illustrated in supplementary material Fig. S9.

A description of the comparison of experimental data, fitted
results and PELDOR simulations of MD and random
orientation is shown in S2 and Fig S10.
Refined relative orientation angles and distributions are shown
in table 2. Spherical density plot of relative spin-spin N-O
vector directions for the fitted distribution is shown in Fig. 5
along with the equivalent distribution obtained from the MD
frames. It is noted that the contours are equally spaced
normalized to the maximum of the distribution. For both
mutants there is a reasonable overlap between the contours
derived from the MD frames and the contours derived from the
fitting routine.
Using the distribution found by fitting, the MD frames or a
randomly sampled uniform distribution, we have generated
PELDOR signals and compared them to the experimentally
measured PELDOR signals. These are plotted for each case in
Fig. 6.
The modulation depth derived RMSD results (Fig. S10)
indicate a reasonable overlap between the RMSD minimum and
the distribution predicted by MD despite using only the
modulation depths from the PELDOR signals and none of the
frequency components of the signals. It is noted that the lowest
RMSD values show an expected set of 16 symmetric solutions
(Table S2). Using these angles as initial parameters for the
fitting algorithm as described, the resulting PELDOR signal fits
show good agreement with the experimental measured
PELDOR signal. For Rx19-20 the MD does not predict the
larger spread in the orientations that is experimentally
observed. It is noted that the simulated PELDOR signals from
the MD fit has a worse fit to the experimental data than the
random orientation case. It can be seen in Fig. 5C that the
distribution of the relative NO vector angles is smaller for the
MD simulations compared to the fitting result. It is also noted
from Fig. 5 C&D that the MD distribution predicted for Rx1920 is smaller than that predicted for the Rx26-27 case. For
Rx26-27 the simulation of the MD derived PELDOR signal
has, by contrast, a better fit to the experiment PELDOR signal
than the random orientation, and the distribution of NO vector
angles shown in Fig. 5D shows similarity between the MD and
fitted results. In all cases the fitting results give the best fit to
the experimental signal.
Although no method presently exists to directly refine a
structure within MD, using the measured orientations as
restraints. We were able to use the XANG restraint within
XPLOR-NIH 30 to refine the positions of each nitroxide spinpair. A set of polar angle restraints were calculated for each of
the spin-pairs and the relative orientations could be refined for
individual pairs. Combined refinement of both i-i+1 spin-pairs
was only possible by extrapolation of spin-orientation within
each monomer using standard helical geometries. Global
refinement of dimeric interactions using orientation
measurements will be the subject of a subsequent publication.

3 Experimental
3.1 Construction, Purification, and Labelling of Cysteine
Mutants. Vps75 mutants were expressed, purified and labelled
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as described in the supplementary information (S1). Briefly,
mutations were introduced into a pET30a vector containing a
cysteine free version of Vps75 using QuickChange site directed
mutagenesis (Agilent Technologies). Primers were designed
and reactions carried out according to the recommended
protocol, with mutations verified using DNA sequencing. Spin
labelling was performed at room temperature by adding 4 x 0.5
molar equivalents of 3,4 bis-MTSSL to the sample at 5-minute
intervals. The final reaction mixture was incubated at room
temperature for 1 hour, after which excess 3,4 bis-MTSSL was
removed by dialysis.
3.2 EPR Spectroscopy. PELDOR samples were made by
buffer exchanging the protein into a doubly concentrated D2O
buffer followed by mixing in a 1:1 ratio with D8-glycerol. CW
samples were run in a 30% sucrose solution. Details of EPR
spectroscopy are described in supplementary material S1
3.3 Molecular Dynamics. Simulations were performed using
Xplor-NIH 30 with the protein backbone fixed using harmonic
restraints and side chain motion only restricted by their Van der
Waals radius. The Rx side chain was built onto a Vps75 crystal
structure (PDB ID: 2ZD7) and simulations were performed in a
vacuum with coordinates written out at 2 ns intervals with the
simulation running over 4 s. Distances were measured
between the nitrogen of the nitroxide and orientations were
measured using the nitroxide nitrogen to the midpoint of the
two binding Cα bonds.
3.4 Orientation measurement analysis. Orientation selective
PELDOR were performed at W-band with the 4-pulse
refocused echo variant of the PELDOR pulse sequence 2, where
the microwave frequencies of the different pulse channels were
adjusted to excited selections of the Rx label spectrum. The Wband PELDOR signal analysis was performed using homewritten simulation scripts using the MATLAB 2013b package.
Full details are included in supplementary information (S1).

4 Conclusions
Using molecular dynamics and EPR measurement, of both
distance and orientation, we have been able to explore
alternative attachment sites on protein secondary structures and
assess the utility of the Rx spin label. Six unique secondary
structure associated sites were examined, three being on an αhelix (i-i+1, i-1+3 and i-1+4) and three being on a β-sheet (ii+2, perpendicular across β-strands, and diagonal across βstrands). Simulations indicated that there were generally two
conformations present for all sites except for the helical i-i+1
and the diagonal sheet arrangements. The multiple
conformations arose, largely, out of variations in the tilt angle
(a motion perpendicular to the two amino-acid attachment
points), with the other two available motions (twist and roll)
being tightly restricted. PELDOR experiments were used to
measure distance distributions between the dimer related spinlabels, showing that the distance distributions were generally
better for the helical attachment points and best for the helical ii+1 and diagonal sheet attachment sites.
CW spectra showed all attachment positions to be close to the
rigid limit. Analysis of the 2AZZ’ values, which has previously
been correlated with the local spin-label dynamics, gave a

rather surprising result in that on the helix the i-i+1 positions
gave values that were smaller, thus indicating more dynamic
conformation, than the equivalent values for the i-i+3 or i-i+4
positions. The β-sheet positions showed no obvious correlation
between the 2AZZ’ measurement and the conformational
distributions from MD. Examination of the MD for the helical
positions showed that while the i-i+1 positions exhibited largely
single conformations with the other helical sites having two
conformations each, the variation within each conformation
was larger for the i-i+1 sites. Our interpretation of these results
pointed towards a steric effect from neighbouring side chains.
Only the i-i+1 helical sites and the diagonal sheet attachment
sites have side chains that are situated in the path of the tilt
motion, all other sites do not. The i-i+1 and diagonal positions
are therefore buttressed in the direction of tilt and so occupy a
conformation which places the spin label in a distribution
essentially pointing straight upwards, from the underlying
secondary structure, with the other sites tending to have
conformations split between two extremes of tilt. We had
previously observed this split conformational in a construct in
which the Rx was situated on the dyad axis of the Vps75 dimer,
crosslinking the two monomers 40. A split conformation is also
apparent in the crystallographically determined structure of Rx
labelled lysozyme 10
(PDB id 3L2X). Conformational
distributions could be fitted with Gaussian peaks and the linewidths of these fitted peaks correlated well with the 2Azz’ data.
Overall the helical sites gave the most restrained labels but
within the split conformations the peak widths were narrower
and the 2Azz’ values larger than the values observed for the
single conformer i-i+1 sites. The MD derived N-O vector
orientation distributions (Fig. S5) showed correlation to the
local conformational distributions but was complicated by the
direction of tilt with respect to the symmetrically related label
position.
Having established that the i-i+1 helical situation gives single
and predictable conformational ranges, we made high field,
orientation measurements. The orientations and distributions
calculated from the analysis of the orientation selective
PELDOR measurements on the i-i+1 constructs showed good
agreement with the MD predicted distributions but with a small
shift of the modal points, particularly for position 19-20. A
larger sample of experimentally and theoretically determined
positions will be needed to refine the utility of this approach.
One of the major aims of this work was to show that it was
possible to pre-calculate the expected narrow Euler angle
distribution function of the RX spin label for specific
attachment points. The goal being building a library of “point
spread functions” for the Rx spin label for different attachments
and demonstrating that it could be used in situations where the
underlying structure is not necessarily known a priori, but
where changes in the protein structure can be accurately
characterized. In principle it can also be used to improve the
accuracy of distance distributions as if the relative orientations
of the spin labels are known, their contribution to the distance
and distance distribution can be eliminated.
The orientation fit made for selected label positions, to the
measured W-band PELDOR data have been shown to be good,
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given that they do not take into account correlations between
the distance and angular distributions and do not contain any
additional correction or fitting terms beyond those calculated
from first principles. In general the use of six or seven well
chosen correlations are found to give a unique data set that puts
strong constraints on the allowed angular distributions
(allowing for symmetrical solutions).
The non-resonant sample holder enables one to address a broad
spectral width, allowing the selection of all required orientation
combinations. By using a pre-computed library approach we
were able to extract the orientation parameters and an estimate
of distribution. The orientations, which can be extracted from
this data, are subject to experimental symmetries and so robust
methods of incorporating such restraints into molecular
refinement must still be developed. The force-field described as
XANGLE in XPLOR-NIH 30 is able to partially utilize such
restraints.
This work demonstrates a feasible, general strategy for the
measurement of spin-label orientation in proteins. Furthermore
because this approach uses labelling positions defined mainly
by secondary structure, the approach may be of significant use
even in a situation in which one or both partners of a proteinprotein interaction have no previously determined tertiary
structure.
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Fig. 1 Label attachment sites on the protein Vps75. Ribbon diagram with separate
monomers coloured red or green and attachment sites for spin labels indicated by blue
C spheres, with residue numbers in white (C), β-sheet attachment sites (A), helical
attachment sites (B).
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Fig. 3 Diagram showing plots of X-band PELDOR data, uncorrected (red) and
background corrected (blue) next to distance distributions calculated by Tikhonov
regularization (solid black line) and predicted distributions from dynamic simulations
(dashed line).

Table 1. Rx attachment sites and underlying structure.

Rx attachment sites
19-20
26-27
16-19
16-20
19-23
122-124
87-104
104-122
106-122
104-124

Type of attachment
α-helix i-i+1
α-helix i-i+1
α-helix i-i+3
α-helix i-i+4
α-helix i-i+4
β-strand i-i+2
β-sheet diagonal
β-sheet diagonal
β-sheet perpendicular
β-sheet perpendicular

Fig. 2 Combined frames taken from molecular dynamics on spin labelled Vps75.
Underlying secondary structures shown as cyan coloured ribbons, oxygen of the
nitroxide shown as red spheres, carbon atoms of the spin labels shown as blue spheres
and sulphur atoms yellow spheres. The associated graphs show the extracted angle
distributions for the spin labels in the order Tilt, Roll and Twist. Binned values are
shown as dots and fitted Gaussian curves are shown as continuous lines. Angle
distributions are shown from -180 to +180.

Fig. 4 PELDOR derived distance distributions for mutations of residues surrounding Rx
19-20. Diagram showing plots of distance distributions calculated by Tikhonov
regularization for construct with surrounding mutations. Wild Type L16-E23 (black),
E23A (green), L16A (blue) and L16A-E23A (red).
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Table 2 Euler angles, mean values, derived from the fitting analysis results. Numbers in
brackets are the standard deviations of a normal distribution around the mean values.

RX19-20
RX26-27

Alpha (Z)
135.0 (8.6)
33.7(13.5)

Beta (Y)
139.0 (42.8)
129.0(40.4)

Gamma (Z)
135.0 (8.0)
33.7(1.1)

Fig. 5 The result derived from the fitting analysis and the MD are shown as spherical
plots where the colour-scale shows the density of relative NO bond directions for (A)
Rx19-20 and (B) Rx26-27, for each pair the left image represents the fitting analysis
results and the MD results on right. Blue and green arrows indicate the gyy and gxx axes
respectively. The same data is presented as 2D contour plots with the fitting analysis is
shown in red and the MD results in blue for (C) Rx19-20 on the left and (D) Rx26-27.

Fig. 6 Simulated PELDOR signals for Rx26-27 and Rx19-20 are shown in red for the
cases of left: simulated PELDOR signals for the MD predicted relative label distribution
center: simulated PELDOR signals for a uniform distribution with no defined relative
label orientation and right: the PELDOR signal result of the fitting analysis. The
experimental PELDOR signal is shown in black. The experiment parameters used for
sample RX19-20 and RX26-27 are shown in the order described in table S5 and table S6
respectively. Excitation profiles and FFT of traces for each experiment is shown in fig.
S11 and fig. S12.
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